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SSM Exclusive 
Go, Go Burning Rangers! 





Due to the arrival of some hot new coin-ops, coupled with the 

lack of games actually "Out Now”, we’ve decided to put these 

games in the news section. Read ’em and weep... 

the month Le Month 

Steep Slope Slideis NASCAR ’98 
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Stunning Demos! 

CD Goings On 

NEXT MONTH 
SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE reconvene in the New Year to produce 
another blockbusting issue (shame the same can’t be said else¬ 
where). We’ve kept quiet recently about Burning Rangers, but 
next month you’ll see the game in its full glory! We’ll be looking 
further into the amazing adventure that is Panzer Dragoon 
Saga (and hey - want a Team Andromeda interview? You got it!) 
Plus: reviews including the stunning Winter Heat. All this plus a 
demo CD from the greatest Saturn coders the West has to offer. 

SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE 
MARCH 1998 ISSUE OUT 11TH FERRUARY 











THC FINAL CONFLICT 
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What happened Konami? Your Japanese fans get the 
likes of Castlevania and the UK receives Crypt Killer. 
Now you tell us that no Saturn titles will be released 
over here at all. Sort it out! MATT YEO rants. 
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Hmmmm. A crap selection of Q+A letters this month. I am angered beyond 
measure at the ineptitude of most of the queries. Here's a quick tip: READ THE 
MAGI Therein lie the answers to 99% of the questions you lot keep asking. 
D'oh! Oh well, send in INTERESTING OHES to I'VE HONESTLY READ THE MAG O+A. 
SEGA SATURH MAGAZIHE, 37-39 Millharhour, London E14 9TZ. Or email the bug¬ 
gers off to ssm.qa@ecm.emap.com. Look, please try to be a little bit interest¬ 
ing that's all I ask. It would make doing this page so much more enjoyable... 



VIDEOCD 
FOR SATURN 

THEN SMPIT FORA DIFFERENT ONE 

SWAPS 
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THE ULTIMATE IN 

CHEATS / TIPS / 
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series is back! AM3 head to the hills for 

Heat. But will this snow-covered sequel 
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BM IN JAPANl 

Witches, goblins, pumpkins and ghosts. Hardly festive fare, but then Cotton 2 is hardly your average shoot 'em up. With colourful 
cartoon graphics and tongue-in-cheek characters, this is one import title well-worth a look. Taking its cue from the likes of Keio Flying 
Sguadron and Parodius, developer Success have crafted a blaster that's as cute as a button. Blech! 



in Japan and two months later the 
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Enas 
44 ATHLETE KINGS 43 DARK SAVIOR 42 DAYTONA CCE 

39 JONAH LOMU RUGBY 



38 MANX TT SUPERBIKE 37 SATURN BOMBERMAN 36 CRUC 

33 BUST-A-MUVE 3 



32 FIGHTING VIPERS 31 SEGA AGES 

29 LAST BRONX 28 WIPEOUT 2097 27 JOHN MADDEN 98 



26 STEEP SLOPE SLIDERS 25 WARCRAFT 2 
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09 TOMB RAIDER 08 EXHUMED 07 MARVEL SUPER HEROES 

06 VIRTUAC0P2 05 FIGHTERS MEGAMIX 
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Well, it's hardly at the cutting edge of technology, but 
will Rampage World Tour's classic style of gameplay be 
enough to melt our stony hearts? Read on and all will 
be revealed. Oh yes. 

Rampage 
wovld Tour 
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BASKETBALL 

Two basketball games reviewed in the same issue? 
Have we gone loopy for the hoops? Have we been over¬ 
dosing on growth hormones? Have we just gone mad? 
No, it's only a freaky coincidence... 
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The once mighty sports division ot Electronic Arts are 
readying the latest addition to the FIFA series tor 
release. Is it another hastily cobbled together update 
or a decent footie sim? Here's where you find out! 





Picking up where Virgin left off after deciding against a 
Saturn version of Powerplay '98, Sega brought the 
game under its own sports banner and renamed it NHL 
All-Star Hockey '98. Clear? 

NHL All-Star 
Hockey ’98 
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Bloody hell. A basketball game scoring 91%, surely 
there must be some mistake? Basketball games are 
supposed to be rubbish aren't they? Sega seem to 
have broken with tradition... 

NBA Action 98 

l smooth and playable, and a game that defies 

logic by being a great basketball videogame! •7 
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SEGA SATURN” tips 
Did you all have a nice Christmas and a Happy New Year? I had a great Christmas. I managed to collect all of the Chaos Emeralds on 
Sonic R. before distributing food parcels to the needy and the poor orphan children. On New Year's Eve I stayed at home and sorted my 
games collection into alpha-numeric order. I know how to have a good time. Send your party anecdotes to: Sega Saturn Magazine Tips, 

STEEP SLOPE SLIDERS 
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PLAYERS GUIDE 



PLAYERS GUIDES 

Yeah, 1 know we didn't give Touring Car a particularly favourable review, 
but we know that loads of you guys went out and bought it regardless. .f. ■ 
So to round off our coverage of Sega’s latest arcade conversion, we pre- ^^li^****' 
sent our Touring Car players guide, brought to you by SSM's resident i 
racer - LEE NUTTER. 
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FIRST CORNER 
(RIGHT) 

you'll soon find your 

THIRD CORNER (LEFT) 
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PLAYERS GUIDE 



IPLAYERS GUIDES 

‘eg!™!!,era,e until maximum speed is attained. Drive through the next couple o, curves 

cu™e' Once the tet comeHs in sight d"op down to fourth gee, and make a severe right turn. When the nose of 
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DUKE 
NUKEM 3D 

The Guide 3EB 8 
Welcome to the last part of our Duke Nukem 3D guide, where we take apart the last set of levels in the game revealing key secrets 
and top strategies that'll have you "licking'’ this game in no time. Well, maybe not, because the game's huge. And hugely challenging 
too. Hence the guide! Still, enough rambling! On with the tips! 





PLAYERS GUIDE S3 
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coinhoperated 
I Here it is! The final part of our extensive Lost World players guide, brought to you by our very own lounge lizard, 

WARREN HARROD, and those talented folk at AM3. These essential tips will help you beat the game’s remaining 
stages and reveal those elusive secret items! 
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|c|o|i|iiB |p|e|r|a|t|e|d| EXTRA 
I Once again SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE is the first to bring you all the latest arcade action! On December 2nd, we 
attended the Winter Arcade Show at Sega’s Tokyo headquarters where the company’s next wave of stunning coin¬ 
ops were unveiled. WARREN HARROD reports. 
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